
 

 
 
 

TIPU’S™ CHAI TAKES ANOTHER STEP TOWARD SUSTAINABILITY 
WITH NEW CHAI NOW SWEET AND SPICY MIX 

New Tipu’s Chai Now™ Sweet and Spicy mix offers signature blend of organic spices, Assam tea and organic cane 
sugar for both foodservice and retail outlets 

 
Note: Visit the Tipu’s Chai Booth #8082 during the Specialty Coffee Association of America Exposition in Portland, OR, 
April 20-22, 2012. Vote for Tipu’s Chai in the Open Class of the People’s Choice Awards by texting OPEN 9 to 86677 
April 20-21. 

 
Polson, Montana (April 2012) –Not only does Tipu's Chai™ founder Bipin Patel use an heirloom family recipe for his 
chai spice blend, he evaluates each of his business practices through the lens of how it can contribute to a healthier 
environment. Before launching his newest product, Tipu’s Chai Now™ Sweet and Spicy, Patel and his team wanted 
to find a way to create a liquid concentrate – without the liquid. “Liquid concentrate production and consumption 
generate thousands of plastic bottles each year, most of which will end up in landfills,” said Patel. “And by shipping a 
liquid product, producers are essentially transporting water around the country.” In an effort to reduce Tipu’s carbon 
footprint and maintain the company’s commitment to sustainability, Patel created a dry product  
that café owners and baristas can use to make their very own Tipu’s Chai concentrate.  
Eco-Goodness for Foodservice 
With a lightweight package of dry chai concentrate mix delivered along with a reusable quart 
container, baristas and café owners can feel good about reducing shipping costs and storage 
needs. Tipu’s Chai Now Sweet and Spicy combines organic spices with high quality black 
Indian tea and organic evaporated cane sugar and comes ready to mix with hot water for an 
instant liquid concentrate. To make the liquid concentrate, simply pour the contents of one 5.6-
ounce chai mix packet into the accompanying container and fill it half way with boiling water. 
Shake until thoroughly mixed, then fill the rest of the container with water. One quart of 
concentrate will make eight cups of chai. For a chai latte, use a 1:1 ratio of liquid concentrate 
and your choice of milk or milk substitute. The Sweet and Spicy chai concentrate mix is Kosher 
certified and vegan, and available for food service operators in cases of 12 5.6-ounce packets. 
 
Sweet and Spicy at Home  
Tipu’s Chai Now Sweet and Spicy makes drinking authentic Indian chai at home easy and 
convenient. And since it’s cold water soluble, it makes a refreshing iced latte drink as well. For 
a single chai latte, stir four level teaspoons of dry mix into 4 ounces of hot water and add 4 ounces of milk or soymilk. 
For an iced latte, use 3 ounces of cold water, 3 ounces of milk or soymilk and ice for a chilled chai beverage. Tipu’s 
Chai Now Sweet and Spicy is available in an 8.4-ounce bag with a suggested retail price of $10.95.  Each bag makes 
12 servings. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tipuschai.com/


 
Chai Recipe Crosses Continents 
When Bipin Patel’s grandmother moved to Uganda from her native Gujarat, India to raise her family, she brought along 
her treasured chai recipe. During Patel’s childhood in eastern Africa, he learned to cook native Indian cuisine from his 
grandmother and enjoy the chai’s rich flavor. Later, he moved to England and then to Montana, where he opened 
Tipu’s Tiger Restaurant in 1997 and offered his grandmother’s special brew. When the chai beverage became one of 
the most popular items on the menu, Patel started bottling a concentrate for local cafes and restaurants. A decade later 
Patel sold his restaurant to focus on building his new company, Tipu’s Chai. “I see people switching from coffee to chai 
not only because they are looking for a healthier beverage option, but because chai presents a more flavorful taste 
profile,” said Patel.  

  
 About Tipu’s Chai Company: 
Founded in 2007 by Bipin Patel, Tipu’s Chai crafts unique and 
authentic chai products with a blend of high quality Indian tea 
and spices. Tipu’s is committed to sourcing organic ingredients, 
and has received awards and accolades for its distinctive 
product lines, including a first place finish at the 2008 World Tea 
Expo. With a range of chai products, including the quick brew 
line with Chai Tea Latte, Black Chai Tea, and Sweet and Spicy, 
Tipu’s Chai appeals to discerning consumers looking to make a 
bold statement with their choice of chai. Tipu’s Chai products 
are sold in select cafes, restaurants and gourmet retailers 
throughout the US, Canada and Mexico, as well as online at 
www.tipuschai.com. For more information, call 1-888-506-Chai 
(2424). Follow us on Twitter @Tipuschai and on Facebook at 
Tipu's Chai. 

Media Contact: 
Lisa Hill PR; Lisa@lisahillpr.com 
c: 503-730-8055 
o: 503-327-8328 
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